Self-Care
Ways to relax and reduce stress.

Aroma Diffuser / Essential Oil 10% OFF

Put on a relaxing scent, especially during a stress meeting.

Taking a break, Food or Drinks for relaxation

Can / Bottle Drink 10% OFF

Putting your skin hydrated by misting more often to prevent maskne.

Portable
Regular
Large
Essential Oil

Ascena Diffuser / Essential Oil

Can / Bottle Drink

Essential Oil (U.P. $13 - $99)

Portable (U.P. $59)

Quick Dry UV Protection Short Sleeve T-Shirt $15.90

Home Living
Hangouts with Friends has shift from outdoor to home.

Beads Sofa + Cover Set:

Brown
Grey
Navy
Ecru

NOW: $169
(U.P. $219)

Denim Navy

NOW: $199
(U.P. $249)

Organic Cotton Short Sleeve T-Shirt $12.90

Desk Organization
Balance between WFH and WFO
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PP File Box 10% OFF

Limited Offer (01 - 21 April 2021)
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New Lifestyle, New Normal

MUJI Singapore turns 18!
THANK YOU for your support that allows us to emerge stronger. MUJI will continue to grow and be part of your essential lifestyle.
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